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[image: These Laminar Flow Cabinets are ideal for curing, drying , transporting and storing sensitive components such as optical assemblies and tools  |  9700-PP-01 displayed]
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Here at Terra Universal, we’ve made it our mission to offer the best possible lead times in the industry.  In addition to aggressive stocking programs and streamlined fulfillment, Terra Universal also offers several services that ensure you receive your products as quickly as possible.
 Terra FasTrak Guaranteed Delivery Services
 [image: ]
 FasTrak 24/7 guarantees to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times. 
 Terra Universal can provide FasTrak 24/7 service for both in-stock products and custom orders.
 Examples of FasTrak 24/7 services include:
 	 Assigning a dedicated senior expediter
	 Assigning a dedicated production team and up to three shifts per day
	 Eliminating internal purchase approvals to speed the receipt of parts and materials

 Terra FasTrak service fees are only meant to cover the cost of additional Terra services, they are not designed to generate profit. If Terra fails to ship on or before the specified date, Terra will refund up to 100% of the FasTrak charges at the client's request. This guarantee does NOT cover direct, special, consequential, or other damages. It is strictly limited to 100% of the amount paid for the FasTrak service.
 The FasTrak 24/7 refund policy does not apply when a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control, such as vendor performance or shipping company delays. The FasTrak 24/7 guarantee DOES apply in instances where the shipping date is missed due to Terra's own negligence. 
 Terra Sales and Customer Service
 Mon - Fri, 09:00 AM - 08:00 PM PST
 Tel: +1 (714) 578-6100
 Email: [email protected]
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HEPA-Filtered

Provides a wash of micro-filtered air to dislodge and remove particles
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Free Standing









	
304 Stainless Steel

Durable; resistant to corrosion, chemicals/solvents, and rust. Making it the preferred material wherever frequent cleaning and sterilization are required.


	
Static-Dissipative PVC

Static Dissipative PVC: Safely conducts surface charges to ground, protects against particle aggregation, and has broad chemical resistance for easy sterilization.








	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	304 Stainless Steel	HEPA-Filtered	1	24"	24"	38"	ISO 6	

9700-11
60225

	
$3,911
	4-6 Days
	2	



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	304 Stainless Steel	HEPA-Filtered	1	36"	24"	38"	ISO 6	

9700-08
60224

	
$4,903
	1-3 Days
	3	



Quick Ship+



Only 3 left in stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	304 Stainless Steel	HEPA-Filtered	1	48"	24"	38"	ISO 6	

9700-03
36007

	
$6,406
	1-3 Days
	4	



Quick Ship+



Only 1 left in stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	Acrylic	HEPA-Filtered	10	37"	16"	70"	ISO 6	

3949-37C-H-M
80095

	
$3,292
	5-9 Days
	5	



In stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	Acrylic	HEPA-Filtered	8	37"	16"	58"	ISO 6	

3949-36C-H-M
80094

	
$2,858
	5-9 Days
	6	



In stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	Acrylic	HEPA-Filtered	6	37"	16"	46"	ISO 6	

3949-35C-H-M
80093

	
$2,343
	5-9 Days
	7	



In stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	Static-Dissipative PVC	HEPA-Filtered	6	37"	16"	46"	ISO 6	

3949-38C-H-M
80096

	
$2,773
	5-9 Days
	8	



In stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	Static-Dissipative PVC	HEPA-Filtered	8	37"	16"	58"	ISO 6	

3949-39C-H-M
80097

	
$3,439
	5-9 Days
	9	



In stock



	

	HEPA-Filtered	Free Standing	Static-Dissipative PVC	HEPA-Filtered	10	37"	16"	70"	ISO 6	

3949-40C-H-M
80098

	
$3,640
	5-9 Days
	10	



In stock
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Item ordered before. Click on bagde to see the order.






Up to 30-day trial periods, free return shipping and on-site training available for qualified equipment.

Request demo from your product specialist or add note to your order or quote request.
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Custom-configured product. Contact Terra by phone, chat or email for a project-specific quote. 
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Custom-configured product. Contact Terra by phone, chat or email for a project-specific quote. 
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[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, 304 Stainless Steel, 24.1" W x 24.1" D x 72" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, 304 Stainless Steel, 24.1" W x 24.1" D x 72" H



$3,911


Ships in (4-6 Days)








[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, 304 Stainless Steel, 36.1" W x 24.1" D x 61.7" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, 304 Stainless Steel, 36.1" W x 24.1" D x 61.7" H



$4,903


Ships in (1-3 Days)


Only 3 left in stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, 304 Stainless Steel, 48" W x 24" D x 72" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, 304 Stainless Steel, 48" W x 24" D x 72" H



$6,406


Ships in (1-3 Days)


Only 1 left in stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Acrylic, 10 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 70" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Acrylic, 10 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 70" H



$3,292


Ships in (5-9 Days)


In stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Acrylic, 8 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 58" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Acrylic, 8 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 58" H



$2,858


Ships in (5-9 Days)


In stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Acrylic, 6 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 46" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Acrylic, 6 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 46" H



$2,343


Ships in (5-9 Days)


In stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Static-Dissipative PVC, 6 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 46" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Static-Dissipative PVC, 6 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 46" H



$2,773


Ships in (5-9 Days)


In stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Static-Dissipative PVC, 8 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 58" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Static-Dissipative PVC, 8 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 58" H



$3,439


Ships in (5-9 Days)


In stock









[image: Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Static-Dissipative PVC, 10 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 70" H]


Laminar Flow Cabinet; HEPA-Filtered, Static-Dissipative PVC, 10 Compartments, 36.75" W x 16" D x 70" H



$3,640


Ships in (5-9 Days)


In stock
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Product Details




	Available ISO Ratings: ISO 6, ISO 7, ISO 8

	Locking double doors with stainless steel door reinforcement frames include transparent viewing windows made of static-dissipative PVC
	Adjustable perforated shelves facilitate laminar airflow through the storage area for optimal particle control
	HEPA Fan/Filter Units (FFUs) create a Class 10/ISO 4 particle-free environment for storing sensitive materials, such as semiconductor devices

	Static-dissipative PVC is a durable, chemical-resistant material that protects parts against static charges and the particles they attract
	Lowest noise level of any low-profile fan unit: 50 dBA, measured 30" (762 mm) from filter face
	The standard cabinet comes with three reinforced shelves, which feature 0.75" (19 mm)-diameter perforations to optimize the vertical laminar airflow (order HEPA FFU separately)
	The bottom shelf is fixed 17" (432 mm) above the floor; the other two shelves are easy to adjust at 1" (25 mm) increments to suit your part sizes
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• Marks & Listings: CE, UL, ULC
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HEPA-Filtered Storage Cabinets



	


[image: universal adjustable base stands]

Universal Base Stands Offer Excellent Versatility



	


[image: Adjusting universal stand]

Universal Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Range of Equipment
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Watch Terra's Video on a HEPA Filtered Laminar Flow Cabinet Smoke Test



	


[image: Smart® Humidity Module upgrade tutorial]

Installing Terra's ValuLine™ Desiccator Smart® Controller



	


[image: Cleanroom Gowning Procedures]

Cleanroom Gowning Protocol



	


[image: Smart Module with LED Display for Relative Humidity]

Smart Module with LED Display
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Desiccators: Features and Design overview



	


[image: terra desiccator video]

ValuLine™ Desiccators from Terra Universal



	


[image: Two plastic desiccator cabintes in a municipal water treatment facility]

ValuLine™ ES Desiccators in Water Treatment Plant



	


[image: Portable stainless steel cleanroom storage cabinet with laminar air flow]

Portable Cleanroom Storage Cabinet with Laminar Air flow



	


[image: PureFlow Laminar Flow Storage Cart]

PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Cart, Double Door
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COVID-19 Contamination Control Products by Terra Universal



	


[image: UV Sanitizing Cabinet for nursing home to help sterilize everyday high-contact items]

UV Sanitizing Cabinet for Nursing Home



	


[image: UV Sanitizer cabinet with hepa filtration for sanitizing PPE]

UV Sanitizer Cabinet with HEPA Filter for Sanitizing PPE



	


[image: Storage Cabinet, Photomask/Reticle]

Reticle/Photomask Storage Cabinets



	


[image: Plastic Cleanroom Storage Cabinets]

Plastic Cleanroom Storage Cabinets



	


[image: Cleanroom Storage Cabinet, SDPVC Model]

Cleanroom Storage Cabinet, SDPVC Model



	


[image: Humidity Storage Cabinet]

Humidity Storage Cabinet



	


[image: Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet by Terra Universal]

Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet


















[image: universal adjustable base stands]





Universal adjustable base stands support and stabilize various equipment sizes
Universal Base Stands Offer Excellent Versatility
Universal base stands support and stabilize various equipment sizes. Adjustable telescoping members allow for a precise fit. Choose between stainless and powder-coated steel to fit your desired application.












[image: Adjusting universal stand]





Terra's Universal stands easily adjust to fit a wide range of equipment
Universal Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Range of Equipment
Terra's Universal stands easily adjust to fit a wide range of equipment. Multi-purpose stand frames are suitable for many types of cleanroom equipment, including refrigerators, freezers, incubators, ovens, and vacuum chambers.
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This smoke test demonstrates the airflow properties of Terra Universal's HEPA Filtered Laminar Flow Cabinet
Watch Terra's Video on a HEPA Filtered Laminar Flow Cabinet Smoke Test
This smoke test demonstrates the airflow properties of Terra Universal's HEPA Filtered Laminar Flow Cabinet
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https://www.terrauniversal.com/laminar-flow-cabinets.html?video=21181
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[image: Smart® Humidity Module upgrade tutorial]






How-To: Install Terra's ValuLine™ Smart® Controller
Installing Terra's ValuLine™ Desiccator Smart® Controller
How to upgrade your standard ValuLine ES Desiccator with an upgraded Smart® Humidity Module in only a few minutes. This Smart® add-on transforms your manual gas control desiccator into an automatic purge control system.
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[image: Cleanroom Gowning Procedures]






Recommended cleanroom gowning protocol
Cleanroom Gowning Protocol
Video demonstration of recommended gowning procedures to avoid violation of clean surfaces in the gowning area or cleanroom and reinforce clean handling protocol.
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[image: Smart Module with LED Display for Relative Humidity]





Smart Module with LED Display displays current relative humidity
Smart Module with LED Display
In minutes, upgrade your ValuLine desiccator to an automatic nitrogen control system with Terra's economical Smart module.
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Desiccators: Features and Design overview
Terra's nitrogen-purged desiccator cabinets meet dry storage requirements as low as 1% relative humidity. Standardization simplifies component upgrade, retrofit and replacement. Terra's Smart controllers allow setpoint control and even multiplexed purging for the most critical humidity requirements.
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https://www.terrauniversal.com/laminar-flow-cabinets.html?video=2276
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[image: terra desiccator video]






Designed for purging with nitrogen to achieve low-humidity conditions, each model includes a perforated rear plenum wall that strengthens the cabinet and allows
ValuLine™ Desiccators from Terra Universal
Designed for purging with nitrogen to achieve low-humidity conditions, each model includes a perforated rear plenum wall that strengthens the cabinet and allows gas to enter all chambers uniformly. Doors feature reinforcement ribs to ensure a better seal against closed-cell gasketing. The expansion latches eliminate internal scraping caused by rotary-style latches; the closing mechanism is positioned outside the chamber to keep stored materials clean.
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[image: Two plastic desiccator cabintes in a municipal water treatment facility]





ValuLine™ extended storage desiccators used to store items in a municipal water treatment plant  | 3949-33C displayed
ValuLine™ ES Desiccators in Water Treatment Plant
The treatment of water for civic consumption demands frequent testing using hydro-sensitive materials. Dry-box desiccators such as these keep samples stable and fresh. The ValuLine™ ES desiccators in acrylic can be configured for nitrogen gas purge, or hold desiccant to keep internal moisture low.












[image: Portable stainless steel cleanroom storage cabinet with laminar air flow]





ISO-rated portable cleanroom storage cabinet with laminar air flow, 3 chambers, stainless steel  | 1529-68 displayed
Portable Cleanroom Storage Cabinet with Laminar Air flow
Terra’s portable cleanroom storage cabinets are equipped with UL-rated air filtration systems for safe operation. The built-in fan filter unit (FFU) supplies clean ISO 5 or ISO 4 (class 100 or class 10) storage conditions for critical components. An optional power cell allows for mobile operation of the built-in FFU during transportation.












[image: PureFlow Laminar Flow Storage Cart]





PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  | 1529-68 displayed
PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Cart, Double Door
PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area during parts transfer.
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Terra Universal offers an extensive portfolio of COVID-19 contamination control products for employee protection, surface disinfection and product sterilization
COVID-19 Contamination Control Products by Terra Universal
As personal and professional lives shift dramatically in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, businesses are searching for methods to reduce the transmission risk of COVID-19 in the workplace. Terra Universal offers an extensive product portfolio to support employee protection, surface disinfection and product sterilization. Let’s take a closer look at two products designed to control the spread of COVID-19.
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[image: UV Sanitizing Cabinet for nursing home to help sterilize everyday high-contact items]





UV Sanitizing Cabinet for nursing home to help sterilize everyday high-contact items such has phones, keys, and clothing  | 6081-05C displayed
UV Sanitizing Cabinet for Nursing Home
UV Sanitizing Cabinet for nursing home to help sterilize everyday high-contact items such has phones, keys, and clothing.












[image: UV Sanitizer cabinet with hepa filtration for sanitizing PPE]





UV cabinet in polypropylene with mirrored stainless steel interior, wire shelving and top-mounted HEPA filtration system for batch sterilizing face shields  | 6081-05B displayed
UV Sanitizer Cabinet with HEPA Filter for Sanitizing PPE
UV Sterilizing cabinet includes built-in features for safe, efficient PPE batch sanitizing. A door kill switch pauses operations when open to prevent harmful UV exposure. An LED indicator activates when unit is on, and a timer simplifies sanitizing cycles.
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Reticle and photomask storage cabinets are available with HEPA filtration  | 9130-02A displayed
Reticle/Photomask Storage Cabinets
Securely stores and organizes reticles or photomasks in a particle-free, easy-access environment.












[image: Plastic Cleanroom Storage Cabinets]





Elastic cleanroom storage cabinets are available with HEPA filtration  | 4102-23 displayed
Plastic Cleanroom Storage Cabinets
Economical plastic cleanroom storage cabinets in acrylic or polypropylene; available HEPA filtration dislodges and removes surface particles.












[image: Cleanroom Storage Cabinet, SDPVC Model]





Static-dissipative PVC cabinet stores supplies, works-in-progress (WIPs) or personal property  | 4105-02 displayed
Cleanroom Storage Cabinet, SDPVC Model
Versatile static-dissipative PVC wall-mount cabinet stores supplies, works-in-progress (WIPs) or personal property – ideal for cleanroom or gowning room.












[image: Humidity Storage Cabinet]





Nitrogen-purged storage with heavy-duty LiftLatches. Shown: 2x30-gallon capacity
Humidity Storage Cabinet
Nitrogen-purged storage with heavy-duty LiftLatches. Shown: 2x30-gallon capacity.












[image: Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet by Terra Universal]





304 Stainless Steel Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet  | 4105-21 displayed
Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet
Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet, made of 304 stainless steel with swing-up static-dissipative PVC lids, has 20 compartments; ideal for stocking, kitting or dispensing critical parts.
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Learn More: Filter Fan Units Prevent Infection
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 Did You Know? 
 HEPA/ULPA Filters Do More Than Meet ISO Requirements - they also prevent infection.
   Most cleanroom professionals understand that HEPA and ULPA filters capture contaminants that degrade particle-sensitive samples. But they also help remove bacteria, mold spores, and many viruses that contribute to a host of infections.
 Most common bacteria are contained by the 0.3-micron pore size of high-efficiency particular air (HEPA) filters. Ultra-Low Penetration Air (ULPA) filters, which are rated 99.999% efficient at retaining particles of 0.12 microns and larger in diameter, capture ultra-fine contaminants, including many large viruses and mold spores.
 These filters also remove aerosol-born pathogens - germs that hitch a ride on larger particles and liquid droplets that are captured in a HEPA or ULPA filter. HEPA- or ULPA-based Fan/Filter Units (FFUs) thus can play an important role in infection prevention in surgical theaters, ICUs and other medical settings.
 Additionally, HEPA filters can help filter pollen, tiny insects, bacteria, mold, and other fungal spores that might be present during plant tissue culture or cannabis production. Contaminants such as these can find a way in via personnel or normal HVAC units and can blight crops and reduce yields. HEPA Filters help increase crop yields, pass inspection/meet regulations, and reduce contamination.
 Here is a list of common human pathogens that HEPA/ULPA filters capture and remove from circulation:
 Pathogens: Bacteria and Diseases
 	SARS-CoV-2: Coronavirus (COVID-19)
	Escherichia coli: Gastrointestinal infection
	Bacillus anthracis : Anthrax
	Aspergillus brasiliensis: Sinus infections
	Francisella tularensis: Tularemia
	Bordetella pertusis : Whooping cough
	Mycoplasma pneumoniae: Pneumonia
	Chlamydia pneumoniae: Bronchitis
	Clamydia psittaci  : Psittacosis
	Klebsiella pneumoniae: Opportunistic infections
	Haemophilus influenzae  : Meningitis
	Coxiella burnetii: Q fever
	Pseudomonas aeruginosa: Opportunistic infections
	Actinomyces israelii: Actinomycosis
	Legionella pneumophila: Legionaire's disease
	Thermoactinomyces sacchari: Farmer's lung
	Alkaligenes: Opportunistic infections
	Streptococcus pyogenes: Scarlet fever
	Mycobacterium Tuberculosis: Tuberculosis

[image: HEPA/ULPA filtration diagram with examples of filtered contaminants] 
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Locking Cleanroom Storage Cabinet with Laminar Air Flow 

This HEPA-filtered cleanroom storage cabinet features heavy-duty vertical locking rods to prevent unauthorized access. SDPVC windows provide visibility and perforated stainless steel shelves are adjustable in 0.5” increments for greater space efficiency.
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Vertical Laminar Airflow Storage Cabinet for Curing Optical Assemblies 

HEPA-filtered vertical laminar airflow storage cabinet provides a Class 100 (ULPA for Class 10) particle-free environment for curing or storing sensitive components like optical assemblies. Perforated shelves allow vertical laminar flow through the cabinet.
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Highest Standards For Electronic Components 

Terra’s electronic components are designed and built to the highest standards required by defense and semiconductor industries for long-term reliability and protection against damage, injuries, and electrical hazards.
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Airflow Uniformity Improves Laminar Flow 

Non-uniform air speeds produce turbulence that can recirculate particles into the air stream. Unique WhisperFlow® FFU baffling system and anodized diffuser plate promotes uniform laminar airflow to minimize turbulence and effectively carry away contaminating particles.
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Protect Against Contaminants and Pathogens 

HEPA and ULPA filters help capture many bacteria, viruses (COVID-19), and mold spores that contribute to a host of infections for both humans and plant/animal tissue cultures
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WhisperFlow Quiet Operation Reduces Distracting Background Noise 

Exposure to loud noises can lower the ability to focus on work and listen selectively, which may also lead to safety issues. Typical AC units can be annoyingly loud, measuring in the range of 70 dB (comparable to a vacuum cleaner). Terra’s WhisperFlow design produces far lower noise levels for a quiet environment comparable to a library. At 90 ft/min output, units measure under 50 dB from only 1 ft away (roughly 75% quieter than 70dB).
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Long Running FFU Motors 

Terra’s filter fan unit motors are rated for 5 years of continuous, 24/7 operation, if the HEPA filters are consistently replaced. To accurately monitor your HEPA filter’s saturation levels, purchase Terra’s audible and visual filter replacement alarm system.
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Multi-Chamber Laminar Flow Storage Cabinet 

Economical ValuLine™ laminar flow storage cabinets provide a ISO 5 (Class 100) positive-pressure, particle-free environment for drying or storage of contamination-sensitive materials. The transparent plastic design provides full visibility to easily find or monitor stored items.
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Single-Pass HEPA Filtration with Vertical Laminar Flow 

The fan-filter unit mounted on top supplies single pass HEPA-filtration, pressurizing the cabinet’s interior to protect against particle contamination. Doors for each chamber reduce in-flow of outside air and contaminants during material transfer.
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Bottom Exhaust Vents for Vertical Laminar Airflow 

Slotted chambers help quickly circulate and mix clean air throughout the cabinet to minimize “blind spots” and further dilute particulates inside the cabinet. The bottom doors of the cabinet have air exhaust vents to promote vertical laminar airflow.
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Stainless Steel-Reinforced Doors 

Stainless steel reinforcing bar provides added rigidity and durability to plastic doors.
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Closed-Cell Door Gasket on Reinforced Door 

Closed-cell door gasket maintains internal positive pressure when purged with dry gas, and stainless steel reinforcements extend door life
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Durable Embedded Static-Dissipative Layers 

Terra's SDPVC features bonded dissipative layers that resist abrasion. SDPVC desiccators retain their surface resistivity of 106 - 108 ohms/square indefinitely (unlike spray-on coatings that can wear off after a few years), protecting your materials against ESD damage. Further, the control of static charges eliminates particle attractions, helping maintain clean surfaces.
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Self-Closing 316L Stainless Steel Hinges 

Self-closing 316L stainless steel hinges use springs to both hold open and help tightly close doors. Stainless steel drastically extends service life and minimizes corrosion, flaking, and contamination that commonly occur with ordinary chrome-plated hinges.
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Cleanroom Compliant Swell Latches 

Swell latches open/close with the flick of a finger to save wrist strain. An expanding rubber bushing firmly seals doors to prevent dust and moisture from leaking in, plus eliminates corrosion, flaking, and particle contamination from chrome-plated latches.
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Thermohygrometer 

Displays internal temperature and relative humidity (one included on each cabinet).
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Continuous Product Improvement 

At Terra, we strive to develop and produce the highest quality products for our customers to improve health, safety, performance, and yields. Our product quality is enabled by high-grade manufacturing equipment and processes, 45 years of engineering and application expertise, and our commitment to continuously improve.
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Long-Term Customers 

Terra is committed to building long-term relationships with satisfied clients; 94% of orders each year come from repeat customers
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Complete Project Transparency 

Terra is dedicated to complete transparency on project status, shipment tracking, and installation scheduling
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Catalog of CE-Marked Products 

Terra offers over 1,700 CE-marked products configured for international voltage requirements
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Products Compliant With Your ISO Rating 

Provide Terra with your desired ISO rating. We will tailor the product to meet your rating and supply a certificate of compliance appended to your invoice, to be included in your compliance package. All certificates are archived in Terra's system for quick retrieval.












Available Accessories






Popular Accessories

For a full list of accessories, select a product then click Choose Accessories on that product page.
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Learn More






Universal Base Stands Offer Excellent Versatility 

Universal base stands support and stabilize various equipment sizes. Adjustable telescoping members allow for a precise fit. Choose between stainless and powder-coated steel to fit your desired application.
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Universal Stand Adjusts to Fit a Wide Range of Equipment 

Terra's Universal stands easily adjust to fit a wide range of equipment. Multi-purpose stand frames are suitable for many types of cleanroom equipment, including refrigerators, freezers, incubators, ovens, and vacuum chambers.
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Ionizing Bar 

For use on 24" x 48" ( 610 x 1219 mm) filter/fan units only (Order FFUs separately).
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Universal Adjustable Equipment Base Stands 

Stainless steel or powder-coated steel, cleanroom-compliant stands easily adjust to fit industry-standard cabinets, desiccators, vacuum chambers, refrigerators, incubators and ovens. Raises equipment to ergonomic height to support disinfection and sample monitoring.
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Products similar to this one




	 

 


[image: Automatic height adjusting tables fit perfectly inside free-standing laminar flow clean benches; helps isolate vibration from the fans mounted above the hood  |  3504-02A displayed]




Group of 36 products


Vertical Laminar Flow Hoods


From 

As low as

$6,682 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: PureFlow Laminar Transport Cart system provides an uninterrupted vertical laminar flow of HEPA-filtered air in the storage area  |  1529-68 displayed]




Group of 3 products


PureFlow™ Laminar Flow Transport Carts


From 

As low as

$16,270 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: HEPA-filtered FFU coverage provides ISO rated mini-cleanroom environment  |  1870-03B displayed]




Group of 16 products


Softwall CleanBooth™ Vertical Laminar Flow Stations


From 

As low as

$3,162 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: UV Sterilization cabinet with HEPA filtration and mirrored stainless steel interior  |  6081-05B displayed]




Group of 2 products


UV Sanitizing Cabinets with HEPA Filtration


From 

As low as

$3,032 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days
































Other products you may find relevant




	 

 


[image: Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) mounted on top of FFU; main UPS unit plus add-on battery for extended runtime; status indicator lights provide visual alerts  |  6601-24A-H-EC-BP displayed]





External UPS Battery System for FFU, 120 V, Powder-Coated Steel





$1,109 


 



Usually Ships in 10 - 15 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel and powder-coated steel stands adjust to fit cabinets, desiccators and cleanroom equipment of any size.  |  1609-20 displayed]




Group of 48 products


Universal Adjustable Base Stands


From 

As low as

$572 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Steel cabinet with fingerprint scanner for secure storage of controlled medications  |  1989-10 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Locking Pharmaceutical Security Cabinets


From 

As low as

$3,517 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Adjustable, polyester toolbelt encased in an altessa grid  |  4954-60A displayed]




Group of 3 products


ESD-Safe Cleanroom Tool Belt by Uniform Technology


From 

As low as

$50 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Bull Dog 351 Shoe Brush Machine  |  7575-00 displayed]





Shoe Cleaner; Bull Dog 351, Motorized Brush, 16" W x 21" D x 44" H





$6,270 


 



Usually Ships in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Automatically sanitizes footwear soles to reduce cross-contamination  |  5608-13 displayed]





Footwear Sanitizing Station; HACCP Defender by Best Sanitizers





$11,994 


 



Usually Ships in 18 - 24 days









	 

 


[image: Powder-coated steel motorized shoe cleaner provides effiicent footwear cleaning  |  1884-14 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Motorized Shoe Cleaners


From 

As low as

$3,465 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: SoleCleaner™ automatic sticky mat shoe cleaner reduces costly maintenance and cleaning programs prone to human error  |  2010-50A-220 displayed]




Group of 2 products


SoleCleaner™ Automatic Sticky Mat Shoe Cleaner


From 

As low as

$12,690 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Automatic Shoe Cover Remover  |  3619-02 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Automatic Shoe Cover Remover


From 

As low as

$1,271 



 



Some ship in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Contamination Control Mats and Floor Coverings, creates a permanent and avoidable trap of dirt  |  3801-00 displayed]




Group of 16 products


Contamination Control Mats and Floor Coverings


From 

Request Quote



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: The Cleanline sticky mats are pivotal for entering any clean area which is a fast and reliable way to clean shoe soles.]




Group of 5 products


Cleanroom Sticky Mats & Mat Frames by Cleanline®


From 

As low as

$48 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Valutek sticky mats use multi-layered clean-film, water-based acrylic adhesive to eliminate sources of outgassing]




Group of 2 products


Valutek Sticky Mats


From 

As low as

$28 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: The SmartStep footwear sanitizing system is shown with optional boot scrubber and stainless steel handle]




Group of 4 products


SmartStep™ Footwear Sanitizing Systems by Best Sanitizers


From 

As low as

$1,742 



 



Some ship in 10 - 16 days









	 

 


[image: BootieButler Shoe Covers by Protexer available by the case or bundle  |  3619-04 displayed]




Group of 14 products


Shoe Covers


From 

As low as

$19 



 



Some ship in 3 - 5 days









	 

 


[image: Dual-Sided Mirror allows visual inspection from both sides – ideal for gowning rooms with limited wall space]





Free-Standing Double-Sided Cleanroom Mirror; BioSafe®, 36" W x 72" H





$3,336 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Framelesss wall-mounted rectangular cleanroom mirror with round corners  |  5253-00 displayed]




Group of 17 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mirrors


From 

As low as

$790 



 



Some ship in 0 - 2 days









	 

 


[image: Frameless wall-mounted oval cleanroom mirror  |  5254-00 displayed]





Mirror; BioSafe®, Oval, 18" W x 36" H, Wall Mount, Frameless





$1,180 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: ISO-Rated mirror provides a visual self-check to enhance compliance with gowning protocol  |  5252-74 displayed]




Group of 3 products


BioSafe® Cleanroom Mirrors with Integrated LED


From 

As low as

$1,192 



 



Some ship in 20 - 25 days









	 

 


[image: Static Dissipative PVC Benchtop Organizer  |  4950-02 displayed]





Organizer; Small Parts, Static Dissipative PVC, 15"W x 5"D x 10.5"H,





$310 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Garment Parts Organizer Storage with Props  |  4950-04 displayed]





Organizer; Small Parts, Acrylic, 15"W x 6"D x 11"H, 6 Compartments,





$185 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Acrylic Face Mask Dispenser shown with model and props  |  5604-33 displayed]





Face Mask Dispenser; Acrylic, Individual Masks, 8.5"W x 5.5"D x 8.5"H





$26 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Acrylic Benchtop Swab Holder shown with props  |  4950-87 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Swab Dispensers


From 

As low as

$33 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Small Automatic Shoe Cover Dispenser  |  3619-01 displayed]





Small KineticButler Automatic Shoe Cover Dispenser





$242 


 



Usually Ships in 5 - 7 days









	 

 


[image: Stainless Steel Safety Glasses Dispenser  |  4951-57 displayed]





Dispenser; Safety Glasses, 304 SS, 14.5"W x 10"D x 22"H, 1 Compartment,





$724 


 



Usually Ships in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Static Dissipative PVC Multi-Chamber Dispenser  |  4005-50 displayed]




Group of 5 products


Small Parts Dispensers


From 

As low as

$164 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Acrylic Nine Cabinet Organizer  |  4005-22 displayed]




Group of 2 products


Wafer Boat Organizers


From 

As low as

$147 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Cleanroom Medium Garment Storage Tissue Box Holders Shown in different Sizes  |  4005-54 displayed]




Group of 5 products


Laboratory Wipe Holders and Dispensers


From 

As low as

$20 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: 304 Stainless Steel Stocking, Kitting and Dispensing Cabinet  |  4105-21 displayed]




Group of 3 products


Stocking, Kitting, and Dispensing Cabinets


From 

As low as

$1,390 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Acrylic Dispensing Bins by Terra Universal with hinged lids for easy one-hand dispensing  |  4950-12 displayed]




Group of 4 products


Dispensing Bins and Organizers


From 

As low as

$209 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days









	 

 


[image: Acrylic Cleanroom Wipe Dispenser with an angled design facilitates easy access to single-sheet wiper removal even by gloved hands  |  4950-93 displayed]




Group of 14 products


Wiper Dispensers


From 

As low as

$70 



 



Some ship in 1 - 3 days

































Buy Accessories









Manuals & Resources





Manuals & Resources



Brochure [pdf]


Contractors and Architects Brochure 


Brochure featuring products commonly sold through contractors and architects. 
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On a tight schedule? Choose FasTrak 24/7 Priority Service to help meet your critical schedule for Terra-manufactured products, either before or after your order is placed.*

	FasTrak 24/7 provides a 24/7 commitment to meet the shipping date YOU specify, regardless of quoted lead times.
	FasTrak 24/7 assigns a dedicated production team plus a dedicated senior expeditor working three shifts to meet your delivery specification.
	FasTrak 24/7 guarantees* to meet the agreed-to specified ship date.


Call for pricing. FasTrak service fees cover costs of additional services only, without additional profit.

 * Terra's FasTrak services limited guarantee: to ship on the ESD or date specified OR to refund up to 100% of FasTrak charges. This guarantee covers no direct, special, consequential or other damages and is strictly limited to up to 100% of the amount paid for FasTrak service. When a specified ship date is missed due to factors outside Terra's control (vendor performance, deliveries by shipping companies, etc.) and random factors such as accidents, the credit of up to 100% of the FasTrak 24/7 may not apply. FasTrak service requested after order placement will be quoted and accepted based on available time remaining before required ship date.
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 Receive 10% OFF your first order.








Continue
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TerraUniversal.com

Critical Environment Solutions®





















Pricing and specs are subject to change without notice. Call +1 (714) 578-6100 or read our terms and conditions for more information.







Terra Universal +1 (714) 578-6100

[email protected]

Hours Mon - Fri, 07:00 AM - 06:00 PM (Pacific Time)

800 S. Raymond Ave., Fullerton, CA 92831

More contact options
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Source your lab and analytic equipment from our trusted sister site.
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